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Product ID: KT65DL - Kewtech KT65DL
Proven multifunction tester combining the latest anti-trip technology, phase rotation, earth resistance &
advanced memory, with easy to use functionality. Specifically designed for the UK market.
PRODUCT INFORMATION
KEY BENEFITS
Easy to use - straight forward interface
0.001 Ohm high curent loop test for when you are close to the supply transformer
PAT testing capability with download when used in conjunction with the Kewtech PAT ADAPTOR 1
Best loop performance accuracy when benchmarked against other brands
Selectable Max Zs tables for MCBs and Fuses so you can automatically compare with measured result on site
Conducts 55V loops so your centred tapped 110V systems can be tested
No Bangs - continuous live monitoring means no blown fuses or PCBs
UK specific RCD test, all six results are presented on one screen - unlike other international brands where you
have to scroll
Advanced memory means that you can tag a measurement to a site, distribution board, circuit number and type
of test - for instance was that loop test a Ze or Zs?
Proven, accurate and reliable
KEY FEATURES
Easy to use
Phase rotation in line with new 17th edition requirements
Advanced memory with free software, eg you can save a continuity test as an r1, r2, rn, R2 or R1+R2 and on
which circuit.
Powerful 17th Edition software available optionally from Castline Systems
NEW Anti-Trip Technology for full no trip LOOP testing on all RCD types
Test button in probe as well as lockdown test button for ‘hands free’ testing

Easy PFC & PSC measurement without the need to alter test probes
250, 500 & 1000V insulation tests with auto discharge
Additional LED for warning of high voltage output in insulation test mode
Memory for test lead resistance compensation
Backlit display
Auto-test memory for RCD testing with all results shown on one screen, so no scrolling
Conducts phase to phase loop tests
Earth resistance for earth rods (with optional Earth Spikes)
End of line calibration certificate included
Comes with easily removed and stored lid for excellent protection when not in use
Can be used with rechargeable batteries
Complies with BS7671 (Part P)
INCLUDES
ACC064SP G7 test lead with remote test button
ACC065 G7 Test lead set
Batteries
Instruction Manual
Calibration Certificate
KAMP 12 Mains lead
Test lead pouch
Soft carry case
OPTIONAL
ACCESKIT - Earth Spikes
PATADAPTOR1 - Pat adaptor for PAT testing

Our Price: 695.00 GBP + VAT
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